
 

WHAT DO OWNERS WANT FROM THEIR GATE SYSTEM 
 

‘We are not sure what we want from an automatic gate, what can we expect?’ 
Plenty, but it will depend upon the final system design and all of the components 

installed, sometimes even the associated items and the system’s location. 

 

       
 

What sort of things are likely? Owners often end up wanting more than they first 

thought of. With the right advice, new system owners have the opportunity to design 

many more benefits than may initially appear obvious. 

 

   
 

‘Long term value’. The lifetime ownership cost of the whole installation 

‘Reliability’.  Why buy, if it does not work correctly? 

‘Functionality’. It should do what is required of it 

‘Ease of use’.  It should not be too complicated to use 

‘Attractive’.  It should look good in-situ and in-keeping with the property 

‘Safe’.   It has to be safe and safe-in-use, always 

‘Security’.  Reasonably and relevantly secure 

‘Protection’.  Children, pests, pets, property and alike 

‘Service’.  Provide the required service for a reasonable life span 

‘Maintainable’  It has to worthy of reasonable maintenance 

‘Comfort’.  Convenient to operate 

‘Worthwhile’.  Minimal running costs throughout 

‘Investment’.  Added value to the property and users 

‘Peace-of-mind’. Feels good and satisfies 

‘Privacy’.  A closed gate can add greatly to site privacy 

‘Flexibility’.  Future proofing in today’s ever changing world 

 



Any others? Yes but not all benefits are as important nor are they required by every 

owner. 

 

   
 

‘Speedy repairs’. Fast turn-a-round and minimal down time 

‘Multi sourced’. Parts that are not monopolised by a single source 

‘Abuse control’. Fly tipping, unwanted traffic or parking, etc. 

‘Traffic calming’ Slowing or controlling traffic 

‘Sound proofing’. Cutting down unwanted noise 

‘Boundary control’. Clarifying site lines and property borders 

‘Special features’. Access control and such like 

‘History of use’. Vetting users and recoding use and alike 

‘Remote notification’. Communications & control from on, or off site 

 

 
 

Every now-and-again a new benefit is thought up with a new need satisfied and a 

feature offered for others to choose. 

 

   
 

Everyday new owners learn just what can be achieved from a well thought-out and 

designed electric gate system! 
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